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Abstract: An unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) was used to capture high-resolution aerial images
of crop fields. Software-based image analysis was performed to classify land uses. The purpose
was to help relevant agencies use aerial imaging in managing agricultural production. This study
involves five townships in the Chianan Plain of Chiayi County, Taiwan. About 100 ha of farmland
in each township was selected as a sample area, and a quadcopter and a handheld fixed-wing
drone were used to capture visible-light images and multispectral images. The survey was carried
out from August to October 2018 and aerial photographs were captured in clear and dry weather.
This study used high-resolution images captured from a UAV to classify the uses of agricultural land,
and then employed information from multispectral images and elevation data from a digital surface
model. The results revealed that visible-light images led to low interpretation accuracy. However,
multispectral images and elevation data increased the accuracy rate to nearly 90%. Accordingly,
such images and data can effectively enhance the accuracy of land use classification. The technology
can reduce costs that are associated with labor and time and can facilitate the establishment of a
real-time mapping database.
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1. Introduction

Remote sensing technology, incorporating a geographical information system, is used globally
for land management, agriculture, forestry, environmental protection, and the fishery industry [1,2].
Economic development and social changes have led to increasingly complex land uses, increased
damage to the natural environment, and the inappropriate use of land resources, including the
unauthorized use of farmlands, inappropriate waste disposal, and the illegal construction of factories.
Previous study used satellite imaging, which facilitates large-area detection, real-time monitoring,
and therefore the rapid depiction of current conditions and dynamic changes in national territories to
obtain basic data for determining land uses. The study collected satellite images of a particular area on
appropriate scales and established a system for automatically interpreting them [3]. Currently, surveys
on agricultural land areas in Taiwan are mostly conducted manually or through telemetric imaging.
However, because telemetric imaging is expensive and cannot be used to acquire real-time images,
such surveys often miss the growth period of crops. However, in situ investigations take considerable
time, and in mountainous areas, even more time is likely to be required because of terrain variations
or roadway-related limita tions. Investigators may have difficulty accessing locations on hillsides;
their view may be obstructed, making the results of investigations of crops planted on hillsides less
than reliable [4].
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Agricultural land use in Taiwan is highly complex and involves mostly intensive farming. A block
of land is often planted with two or three types of crops, causing management difficulty for local
government. Regardless of yield estimation, disaster loss estimation, and market pricing determination,
complete land use data are required. Moreover, environments and climate exert profound effects
on agricultural productivity. The risk of natural disasters is high in Taiwan because the island is
located in a subtropical region where they occur frequently. Such disasters lead to considerable
losses because the government must allocate additional budgets as relief for farmers while they suffer
reduced incomes. Agricultural statistics have suggested that meteorological disasters are the main
cause of agricultural losses in Taiwan. Of these losses, 70% have been caused by typhoons and 27% by
rainfalls, leading to an annual agricultural loss of NT$1–18 billion (US$ 34–620 million) [5]. Therefore,
the Taiwanese government has compiled land use data to effectively manage agricultural land. In recent
years, researchers have used UAVs to capture high-resolution images to gain information about crop
distributions and detailed land cover spectra [6–8]. Using computer-based automated interpretation,
researchers can obtain data on field crops more rapidly and extensively than before. Tian et al. (2013)
analyzed the characteristics of remote sensing images of crops with a high spatial resolution that were
obtained using UAVs. They focused on winter wheat and proposed a method for rapidly classifying
crops and retrieving relevant data from the spectral characteristics of crops and the threshold value of
the normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI). This method is more widely applicable than other
frequently used remote sensing classification methods. The results showed that the crop classification
information that is captured from UAV images was more accurate and widely applicable than that
obtained using earlier investigative approaches [9]. Their method was rapid and low cost. UAV-based
aerial imaging is therefore widely used to study large-area crops [7,10].

Studies on land use classification have mostly adopted pixel-based image classification, in which
each pixel is classified based on its spectral characteristics. Because crops exhibit similar spectral
characteristics, identifying multiple crops from a single pixel is highly difficult. Consequently,
pixels with different crops might be classified as the same category. Pixel-based classification also
overlooks ground objects with spatial characteristics, which reduces classification accuracy [11].
Lin et al. (2015) used fixed-wing UAVs to capture high-resolution aerial images of rice and citrus crops
in Miaoli, Taiwan and generated high-resolution orthophotos and a digital surface model (DSM) using
a Pix4D mapper. They performed geometric corrections and used overlaid cadastral maps, which were
useful for subsequent study. They also used cartographic data and multiple overlays to establish
identification technology for a remote aerial imaging-based geographic information system [12].
They thus obtained relevant basic information and developed a system for identifying crop damage
caused by natural disasters to evaluate the applicability of their approaches to investigating such
damage. Kuo (2016) used UAVs to monitor farmland use, converted raw images into mosaic images,
and added patterns and elevation to the images to improve classification accuracy [13]. The maximum
likelihood method was used for classification; statistical probability-based methods were used to
determine similarities between the population and samples [14]. For example, the single feature
probability (SFP) was used, and the accuracy of the results depended on the selection of training
samples. Finally, ground truth data were used to confirm the classification accuracy [11].

UAVs have been widely used for research in various fields [15–17]. Conventional aerial imaging
can collect data over a large area, but the method is limited by low mobility, high cost, and a dependence
on favorable weather conditions [8]. By contrast, UAVs feature simple controls, require low costs,
and are highly mobile with the ability to take off anywhere [18,19]. Because different crops have
similar spectral characteristics, a DSM constructed using UAV images was employed in the present
study to enhance the classification accuracy. In addition to multispectral images taken using the
UAV, we introduced elevation data to supplement the shortcomings of classification solely based on
spectral characteristics. In this work, images were obtained using UAVs and interpreted to classify land
uses, and object-based image classification was employed by considering the relationship between
neighboring pixels to treat blocks with similar characteristics as objects and the smallest unit of
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classification, thereby increasing the classification accuracy [8,20]. Aerial and multispectral images
were overlaid to enable the real-time analysis of related agriculture field management, reducing
agricultural yield losses.

2. Methods

2.1. Research Sites

The research sites were in Chiayi County because the Tropic of Cancer passes through it, and its
climate is tropical and humid. High temperatures all year round and long hours of sun irradiation
provide favorable conditions for crop growth. Therefore, Chiayi County is a crucial agricultural region
of Taiwan and frequently suffers typhoon- and heavy rainfall-related disasters. Specifically, the research
sites were in five townships in the plain area in Chiayi, which were Lucao, Minxiong, Xingang, Budai,
and Yizhu (Figure 1). The area of each sampling site was 100–115 ha. The sampling sites in Lucao,
Minxiong, and Xingang were primarily rice-planting areas, with a few dry farms that planted other
grains, vegetables, and pineapple. The sampling sites in Budai and Yizhu were adjacent to the coast,
and most of their areas were comprised fish farms, with only a few dry farms and forest lands.
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Figure 1. Distribution of sampling sites.

2.2. Photographing Tools

Aerial imaging was performed from April to October 2018, using two UAVs—a DJI Phantom
4 Pro and a Parrot DISCO AG. The DJI Phantom 4 Pro mainly captured orthophotos of the sampling
sites with a ground resolution of 3.10–3.20 cm at a height of approximately 120 m. Equipped with
a Sequoia lens, the Parrot DISCO AG captured near infrared (NIR) to determine whether the group
surface was covered by vegetation. Images with a ground resolution of 7.33–8.74 cm were captured at
a height of approximately 120 m. Since the sampling site in Xingang was close to an airport, the image
capturing height in that region was 60 m, which is the flight height limit there. The ground resolution
of these orthophotos was 1.65–1.69 cm.
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2.3. Research Procedure

After UAVs were dispatched to the sampling sites for aerial imaging surveys, crop growth
images were captured, and Pix4Dmapper, an image processing and analysis software program,
was used to perform geographical alignment and to orthorectify the raw aerial images. High-resolution
orthophotos and a DSM were produced. These data were then imported into the ESRI ArcGIS
version 10.0 and overlaid with a cadastral map to generate cartographic materials with coordinates,
which provided a basis for subsequent investigations. Image classification methods can be categorized
into supervised, unsupervised, and mixed classification methods. The supervised classification method
was used in this study. According to the classification method employed in previous studies [11,20],
we overlaid orthophotos (RGB), multispectral images (NIR), and the DSM. Various types of land
cover were delineated in the training samples, and the spectral characteristics of the training samples
provided a reference for interpretation for image classification. The maximum likelihood method
and SFP was adopted for image classification and interpretation [21,22]. Following an accuracy
assessment, interpretation results were produced (Figure 2). These results can be used in agricultural
production management and post-disaster surveys. This method was confirmed as reliable in a
previous study [23,24].
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2.4. Maximum Likelihood Method

The maximum likelihood method is a type of supervised classifier for probability calculation [23].
First, classification must be performed across an entire image, followed by the selection of training samples
with separability (clustering of similar items and separation of differing items), which significantly
affects the classification result. Therefore, training samples must be selected cautiously. The basis of
classification through maximum likelihood estimation is to assume that the distribution of eigenvalues
in each category is normal [11].

2.5. Single Feature Probability

Images often contain mixed pixels that are homogenous but exhibit different spectral characteristics
or pixels that are heterogenous but exhibit similar spectral characteristics. Such pixels often affect
the results of pixel-based classification. Object-based classification can reduce the classification error
caused by mixed pixels [11]. Single feature probability can be used to define the spectral characteristics
and patterns of pixels in training samples. Next, Bayesian classification can be used to determine the
probability of a pixel belonging to a category; this probability value ranges between 0 and 1, with a
value approaching 1 indicating a high probability of the pixel belonging to the category in question [25].

2.6. Accuracy Assessment

To determine the interpretation accuracy, an error matrix is often used in image classification [23].
The results of image interpretation were compared with ground truth data (reference data) that were
obtained in field surveys, and an error matrix was used to assess the results (Table 1). The columns of
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the error matrix indicate the types of land cover, determined by computer-based interpretation and
classification, while the rows provide the actual results related to land cover. Four assessment indices
were evaluated using the error matrix [26]; they were the producer’s accuracy, the user’s accuracy,
the overall accuracy, and the Kappa value [14,27]:

(1) Producer’s accuracy: This is the accuracy of classification of ground-truth reference data. It is
obtained by dividing the number of correctly classified samples by the total number of samples
in the corresponding reference data.

(2) User’s accuracy: This refers to the accuracy of classification of actual land cover based on
computed-based interpretation. It is calculated by dividing the number of correctly classified
samples in a specific type by the total number of sample types.

(3) Overall accuracy: This is the most straightforward and general parameter and is obtained by
dividing the number of samples on the diagonal of the matrix by the total number of samples.
This index weights the types of land use, so the results are relatively objective. A higher overall
accuracy corresponds to a more accurate interpretation result.

(4) Kappa value: This index compares computer classification with random classification and
calculates the percentage by which the errors of the former is lower than that of the latter.
In general, the Kappa value ranges between 0 and 1; a high value indicates high similarity
between the two classifications and therefore a highly accurate computer-based interpretation.

Table 1. Error matrix.

Real Data

Results
Type A Type B · · · Type N Total User′s Accuracy

Type A X11 X12 · · · X1n
n∑

i=1
X1i

X11∑n
i=1 X1i

× 100%

Type B X21 X22 · · · X2n
n∑

i=1
X2i

X22∑n
i=1 X2i

× 100%

...
...

...
. . .

...
...

...

Type N Xn1 Xn2 · · · Xnn
n∑

i=1
Xni

Xnn∑n
i=1 Xni

× 100%

Total
n∑

i=1
Xi1

n∑
i=1

Xi2 · · ·

n∑
i=1

Xin
n∑

i=1

n∑
i=1

Xii −

Producer’s Accuracy X11∑n
i=1 Xi1

× 100% X22∑n
i=1 Xi2

× 100% · · ·
Xnn∑n
i=1 Xin

× 100% − −

Overall Accuracy =
∑n

i=1 Xii∑n
i=1
∑n

j=1 Xi j
× 100%, Kappa value =

N
∑N

i=1 Xii−
∑n

i=1(Xi+×X+i)

N2−
∑n

I=0(Xi+×X+I)
× 100%

Since determining the overall accuracy involves the weights of the individual types and the Kappa
value considers the relationship between commission error and omission error, the classification results
were evaluated herein using overall accuracy assessments and the Kappa value.

3. Results

3.1. Analysis of Land Use Interpretation at the Lucao Sampling Site

After ArcGIS 10.0 was used to delineate the healthy and diseased crops in the training sample,
the land cover at the Lucao sampling site was classified into five types—rice fields, grain and
vegetable fields, buildings and wastelands, cemeteries, and roads. Following image classification
and interpretation, the ground truth data that were obtained through field surveys were compared
with the results of image interpretation to obtain the classification accuracy. The orthophoto that was
captured on August 17 covered 145 ha with a ground resolution of 3.15 cm. The overall accuracy of
interpretation was 74% and the Kappa value was 0.546 (Figure 3). The error matrix (Table S1) reveals
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that the interpretation accuracy was the highest for buildings and the lowest for grain and vegetable
fields. The researchers inferred that since part of the second rice crop had begun to grow at the time of
imaging, grain and vegetable fields were easily identified as rice fields, resulting in misinterpretation.
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The image of the Lucao sampling site that was captured on September 28 covered 138 ha with a
ground resolution of 3.18 cm. The overall accuracy of interpretation was 78% and the Kappa value was
0.359 (Figure 3). The error matrix (Table S2) reveals that rice fields, wastelands, and buildings had
high classification accuracies, with an overall user′s accuracy of 83%. Grains and vegetables had the
lowest interpretation accuracy. At the time of imaging, the second rice crop had just begun sprouting;
therefore, the color of the rice fields differed significantly from those of nearby land cover, facilitating
accurate interpretation. However, a small fraction of the rice field was mistakenly identified as grain
and vegetable fields.

To determine whether different image bands and elevations can improve the interpretation
accuracy, we combined NIR images with the DSM and discovered that the overall accuracy increased
slightly (to 80–83%) when NIR image bands were included to classify the August and September
images. The overall accuracy was considerably increased to 88–90% when the DSM elevation data
were incorporated (Table 2).

Table 2. Accuracy assessment results for three image composites at the Lucao sampling site.

Image Composites
17 August 28 September

Overall Accuracy Kappa Overall Accuracy Kappa

RGB 74% 0.546 78% 0.359
RGB + NIR 80% 0.725 83% 0.514

RGB + NIR + DSM 88% 0.857 90% 0.881
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3.2. Analysis of Land Use Interpretation at the Minxiong Sampling Site

After ArcGIS 10.0 was used to delineate the training sample, the land cover at the Minxiong
sampling site was classified into five types—rice fields, grain and vegetable fields, pineapple fields,
greenhouses and buildings, and vacant lot. Following image classification and interpretation,
the ground truth data that were obtained through field surveys were compared with the results
of image interpretation to evaluate the classification accuracy. The orthophoto that was captured on
7 September covered 151 ha with a ground resolution of 3.16 cm. The overall accuracy of interpretation
was 76% and the Kappa value was 0.448 (Figure 4). The error matrix (Table S3) shows that the
interpretation accuracy was the highest for rice fields, with a user′s accuracy of 97%. However,
the interpretation accuracy was lowest for pineapple fields. The researchers inferred that at the time of
imaging, the second rice crop had been growing for a considerable period, and the color spectrum of the
rice field could be clearly distinguished from that of other types of land cover, supporting a relatively
high accuracy of interpretation. However, since most of the pineapples in the pineapple fields at the
sampling site had been recently harvested, the remaining bare soil resulted in the misidentification of
pineapple fields as other types of land cover.
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Figure 4. Interpretation accuracy at the Minxiong sampling site. The orthophoto captured on
(a) 7 September 2018; (b) 5 October 2018.

The image of the Minxiong sampling site that was captured on 5 October covered 141 ha with a
ground resolution of 3.22 cm. The overall accuracy of interpretation was 78%, and the Kappa value
was 0.359 (Figure 4). The error matrix (Table S4) reveals that the rice fields and pineapple fields had
high interpretation accuracies, with a user′s accuracy of approximately 100%. Vacant lot had the
lowest interpretation accuracy, with a high probability of misidentification as either pineapple fields or
greenhouses or buildings. Since no cultivation was observed in the vacant lot at that time, the color of
the bare soil in this vacant lot was similar to that of the bare soil in the pineapple fields and that of the
rooftops of the greenhouses or buildings, leading to misidentification.

The classification accuracy of the RGB orthophotos from the Minxiong sampling site was
satisfactory (76–88%) without the NRI image band and DSM elevation data. After the NIR image band
data were added, the classification rates of the September and October images increased to nearly 90%
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(82–89%). Incorporating the DSM elevation data further increased the overall accuracy to above 90%
(Table 3).

Table 3. Accuracy assessment results for three image composites at the Minxiong sampling site.

Image Composites
7 September 5 October

Overall Accuracy Kappa Overall Accuracy Kappa

RGB 76% 0.448 88% 0.668
RGB + NIR 82% 0.763 89% 0.714

RGB + NIR + DSM 88% 0.875 95% 0.903

3.3. Analysis of Land Use Interpretation at Xingang Sampling Site

The Xingang sampling site is located close to Chiayi Airport where airspace is controlled.
The Civil Aeronautics Administration restricts the flight altitude to 60 m. After ArcGIS 10.0 was
used to delineate the training sample, the land cover at the Xingang sampling site was classified into
four types—rice fields, grain and vegetable fields, greenhouses and buildings, and vacant lot and
roads. Following image classification and interpretation, the ground truth data that were obtained
in field surveys were compared with the results of image interpretation to evaluate the classification
accuracy. The orthophoto that was captured on September 13 covered 127 ha with a ground resolution
of 1.65 cm. The overall accuracy of interpretation was 74% and the Kappa value was 0.555 (Figure 5).
The error matrix (Table S5) reveals that the interpretation accuracy is the highest for buildings and
greenhouses (94%), followed by rice fields (82%). At the time of imaging, most of the second rice
crop was in the growth stage, and some of the fields lay fallow or had been planted with other crops;
accordingly, the spectral variation among land cover types was conspicuous, and the interpretation
accuracy was considerable.Agriculture 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 14 
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The image of the Xingang sampling site that was captured on 26 October covered 120 ha with a
ground resolution of 1.62 cm. The overall accuracy of interpretation was 62% and the Kappa value was
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0.382 (Figure 5). The error matrix (Table S6) shows that buildings and greenhouses had the highest
interpretation accuracy, with a user′s accuracy of 100%. Vacant lot had the lowest interpretation
accuracy, with a user′s accuracy of less than 1%. The imaging was performed more than one month after
the previous image capturing session. Both rice and grain and vegetable fields showed abundant plant
growth; therefore, parts of the grain and vegetable fields were misidentified as rice fields. The colors
of the bare soil in the vacant lot and the grain and vegetable fields were close to those of the nearby
buildings and greenhouses, so the vacant lot and grain and vegetable fields were easily misidentified
as buildings or greenhouses.

To determine whether image band and elevation information can improve the classification
accuracy, the RGB, NIR, and DSM images were combined to form different image composites.
The results revealed that when the NIR image band data were added, the overall accuracy slightly
increased (to 80% and 81%). Incorporating the DSM elevation data further increased the overall
accuracy to 85–87% (Table 4).

Table 4. Accuracy assessment results for three image composites at the Xingang sampling site.

Image Composites
13 September 26 October

Overall Accuracy Kappa Overall Accuracy Kappa

RGB 74% 0.555 62% 0.382
RGB + NIR 80% 0.745 81% 0.715

RGB + NIR + DSM 85% 0.814 87% 0.863

3.4. Analysis of Land Use Interpretation at the Budai Sampling Site

The Budai sampling site is located close to the coast. After ArcGIS 10.0 was used to delineate
the training sample, the land cover at the Budai Xingang sampling site was classified into five
types—fish farms, empty ponds, woodlands, vacant lot, and buildings. Following image classification
and interpretation, the ground truth data that were obtained through field surveys were compared
with the results of image interpretation to evaluate the classification accuracy. The orthophoto that was
captured on September 6 covered 126 ha with a ground resolution of 3.12 cm. The overall accuracy of
interpretation was 86% and the Kappa value was 0.783 (Figure 6). The error matrix (Table S7) reveals
that at the time of imaging, all fish farms were filled with water, so empty ponds were excluded
from consideration. Vacant lot had the highest interpretation accuracy, with a user’s accuracy of
93%. Buildings had the lowest user′s accuracy. At the time of imaging, since some spaces were
being weeded or rearranged, and because the colors of the fish farms and woodlands differed greatly,
misinterpretation was relatively unlikely.

The orthophoto that was captured on 15 October covered 134 ha with a ground resolution of
3.23 cm. The overall accuracy of interpretation was 76% and the Kappa value was 0.649 (Figure 6).
In the error matrix (Table S8), vacant lot had the highest user′s accuracy of any land cover type (99%),
followed by fish farms (80%). Buildings had the lowest interpretation accuracy possibly because the
color of the building rooftops was close to that of the bottom of empty ponds.

Because multiple fish farms were present in the Budai sampling sites, they were frequently
misclassified as empty spaces in RGB images. After the NIR image band data were added, the overall
classification accuracy of the September image increased to over 90% (91%). Adding the DSM elevation
data further increased the overall classification accuracy of the September and October images to
88–94% (Table 5).
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Table 5. Accuracy assessment results for three image composites at the Budai sampling site.

Image Composites
6 September 15 October

Overall Accuracy Kappa Overall Accuracy Kappa

RGB 86% 0.783 76% 0.649
RGB + NIR 91% 0.907 82% 0.798

RGB + NIR + DSM 94% 0.935 88% 0.863

3.5. Analysis of Land Use Interpretation at the Yizhu Sampling Site

The Yizhu sampling site is located near the coast. After ArcGIS 10.0 was used to delineate
the training sample, the land cover at the Budai Xingang sampling site was classified into five
types—fish farms or irrigation channels, buildings, rice fields, empty ponds or wasteland, and roads
and vacant lot. Following image classification and interpretation, the ground truth data that were
obtained through field surveys were compared with the results of image interpretation to evaluate the
classification accuracy. The orthophoto that was captured on August 10 covered 134 ha with a ground
resolution of 3.16 cm. The overall accuracy of interpretation was 60% and the Kappa value was 0.387
(Figure 7). The error matrix (Table S9) indicates that of all land cover types, empty ponds or wastelands
had the highest interpretation accuracy with a user′s accuracy of 90%. Fish farms had the lowest
interpretation accuracy (19%). Fish farms were mostly misidentified as empty ponds or wastelands,
because the color spectrum of fish farms at the time of imaging was close to that of wastelands.

The orthophoto of the Yizhu sampling site that was captured on 21 September covered 132 ha with
a ground resolution of 3.12 cm. The overall interpretation accuracy was 83% and the Kappa value was
0.745 (Figure 7). According to the error matrix (Table S10), fish farms had the highest interpretation
accuracy, with a user′s accuracy of 91%, whereas rice fields had a relatively low interpretation
accuracy, with a user′s accuracy of 74%. The color spectrum of fish farms/wasteland was inferred to be
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considerably more different from that of rice fields in the photograph taken at this time than in the
image that was captured in the previous month, yielding a higher interpretation accuracy.
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The Yizhu sampling site had a mix of fish and agricultural farms, and the fish farms in the RGB
images were frequently misclassified as paddy fields. When the NIR image band data were added,
the overall accuracy of the September image increased to over 90% (94%). Adding the DSM elevation
data also increased the accuracy of the September and October images to over 90% (92–96%; Table 6).

Table 6. Accuracy assessment results for three image composites at the Yizhu sampling site.

Image Composites
10 August 21 September

Overall Accuracy Kappa Overall Accuracy Kappa

RGB 60% 0.387 83% 0.745
RGB + NIR 85% 0.814 94% 0.900

RGB + NIR + DSM 92% 0.891 96% 0.948

4. Discussion

According to the aforementioned analysis results, the following conclusions and recommendations
were provided as a reference for subsequent research.

1. The interpretation results for the five sampling sites demonstrated that of the images that
were captured from August to October, those had high interpretation accuracies. Moreover,
interpretation accuracy varied with the environmental features of the sampling sites; even at a
single sampling site, interpretation accuracy varied among crop growth stages.

2. The classification accuracy of RGB images was unsatisfactory (60–88%). However, after the NIR
image band data were added, the classification accuracy increased to over 80%. Adding the DSM
elevation data further improved the accuracy to approximately 90%. Therefore, multispectral
and elevation data were verified to effectively enhance the accuracy of land use classification.
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This result showed that RGB image classification is often prone to the “salt and pepper effect”,
which can be ameliorated by the inclusion of multispectral images. This is because the RGB
image spectrum classification accuracy is low, and such images lack the NIR image band data
to improve the separability of land coverage type. These findings are consistent with past
studies [11,18,28,29].

3. Adding different types of image information exerts distinct effects in land use classification.
For example, paddy fields and water bodies exhibit highly similar characteristics, often leading
to misclassification. However, the addition of DSM elevation data helps distinguish these two
types of land. In addition, buildings with green roofs are likely to be misinterpreted as vegetation
cover. Adding NIR image band and DSM elevation data can effectively distinguish between
such buildings and vegetation. When lacking DSM elevation data, misclassification often occurs
because of the lack of the interpretations of terrain height and plant height [15,16]. When multiple
types of images are integrated, such as multispectral images and elevation images, the accuracy
of the classification of land cover increases [30].

4. Paddy fields and fish farms are easily misclassified because of the presence of water on the land
surface. In this study, the addition of NIR image band data did not prevent fish farms from being
misclassified as paddy fields. This is attributable to how fish farms contain various aquatic plants
and algae that are difficult to distinguish using multispectral images. However, this problem
can be addressed through the addition of elevation data [20,31]. In addition, water bodies reflect
light, which can lead to errors in image interpretation. Thus, we suggest that researchers avoid
capturing images at noon to reduce direct light reflection from water.

5. The image classification tool ArcGIS 10.0 was used to identify land uses. This tool performs
classification and interpretation by the color of each cell, using the known spectra in delineated
training samples to determine other parts of the image. However, since different land cover types
can yield similar spectra, misinterpretation is possible. For example, a vegetable field can be
misidentified as an open space owing to the bare soil in the field. The interpretation results were
relatively accurate only when the crops were flourishing; newly planted seedlings were too small
to be effectively classified by computer interpretation [32]. Therefore, to increase the interpretation
accuracy, crop samples at various growth stages should be used for computer learning.

5. Conclusions

In this study, high-resolution UAV images were used in combination with multispectral image and
DSM elevation data to perform land use classification. The results verified that the proposed method
effectively enhanced classification accuracy. While UAV technology continues to mature, the costs
and barriers to entry of UAV operations are decreasing, and the application of relevant technology
in agriculture is becoming increasingly prevalent. The decrease in the number of workers in the
agricultural industry renders UAV technology an effective tool for agricultural land management by
local governments and for research by academia to promote precision agriculture, which focuses on
high efficiency, food safety, and risk prevention.
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